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I- Introduction

 Samples for trace element analysis are rarely in a form suitable for direct introduction to an
Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometer (ICP-MS; Longerich, et al., 1990; Jarvis and
Jarvis, 1992; Falkner et al., 1995). They are dissolved to form solutions for aspiration into the
spectrometer excitation source. In many cases, it would be desirable to analyse solid samples
directly, without lengthy sample preparation procedures which sometimes leads to analytical
problems (Totland, et al., 1992; Stotesbury, et al., 1989; Jarvis, 1990). Many analytical methods
have been developed for direct solids analysis, each with unique strengths and weaknesses.
Most recently, laser sampling, used in conjunction with ICP-MS, has been shown to be
promising for direct trace element determinations in solids (Shibata et al, 1993; Richner et al
1994; Paul 1994; Perkins and Pearce, 1995; Arrowsmith, 1987; Denoyer, et al., 1991; Fryer, et
al., 1995; Gray, 1985; Jackson, et al., 1992; Longerich, et al., 1993; Perkins, et al., 1993; Jarvis
and Williams, 1993, Ludden, et al., 1995, Perkins and Pearce, 1995, Norman, et al., 1996,
Longerich, et al., 1996, Hinton, 1997, Durrant 1999, Alexander et al 1998, Russo 1998, Durrant
1999; Günther et al, 2000).

 After a description of the instrumentation, I will present some results obtain on synthetic
Standard Reference Materials and on different geological samples using laser ablation in
conjunction with a high resolution Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer.

 Fig. 1: Schematic representation of the sample introduction in ICP-MS (from Jarvis and Jarvis,
1992).



II- Instrumentation

II-1- The Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP)

Inductively Coupled Plasma are used as emission sources for the mass spectrometer. Usually
sample introduction for plasma spectrometry is generally accomplished using solution
nebulisation. Sample is aspirated by a nebuliser using a peristaltic pump (a typical Scott type
spray chamber limits the size of the droplets (<10 micron) that reach the plasma). Solutions or
vaporised particles from a laser sampling device may be swept with a flow of argon into the
plasma. In ICP spectrometry, the plasma (luminous volume of partially ionised gas) is generated
from radiofrequency magnetic fields induced by a copper coil, which is wound around the top
of a glass torch (Fig. 1). The plasma could be "wet" if solution is introduced into the torch,
which produces a large amount of interference by oxides formation. This plasma could also be
"dry" by using a laser ablation sampling device which leads to a reduction in the level of oxide
interference. Hot argon and sample ions (8000K) are accelerated through the sample cone
orifice to produce a supersonic jet of gas in the expansion chamber. The skimmer cone pierces
the back of the supersonic jet and extracts a small proportion of the plasma gas. Ions extracted
from this gas are focussed and shaped in the mass spectrometer interface using ions lenses. The
proportion of ions, sampled from the plasma, that reach the detector is very small (1 in 10^6-
10^8) and usually a high gain ion detection system is essential if low limits of detection are to
be achieved. The problem is exacerbated in the case of laser sampling because of the
competitive factor between lower spatial resolution (less volume ablated) and lower limit of
detection (which needs higher volumes of ablation). This problem might be in part resolved by
(a) a modification of the interface between the ICP and the quadrupole based mass
spectrometer. By adding a larger pumping in the expansion chamber region of the interface,
more material from the plasma is drawn to the mass spectrometer which improves the
sensitivity ((Günther, et al., 1995). (b) using small aperture sample cone and probably larger
aperture torch. Günther, et al. (1996) have shown that a reduction of the sample cone orifice
diameter from 0.7 mm to 0.5 mm limit the air entrainment (H, C, N, O and Ar) and thus lower
the background by a factor of ca. 100 in the low mass range and by a factor of ca. 10 in the
higher mass range (using a Quadrupole mass spectrometer) (c) Using the CD option from
Finnigan. A grounded platinum electrode (GuardElectrodeTM) is inserted between the quartz
ICP torch and the RF load coil to prevent capacitive coupling from the load coil into the ICP.
The ICP is then sustain by "pure" inductive coupling, and the secondary discharge between the
ICP and mass spectrometer sampling cone is eliminated. This process leads to a higher (10 fold
improvement) transmission for ions of all m/z (Wiederin and Hamester, 1997). Unfortunately
only a slight improvement (1.5 fold improvement) has been observed under dry plasma
conditions. (d) increasing the ion extraction energy (2000 eV instead of a few eV for a
quadrupole type) using a double focussing mass spectrometer.



II-2- The Mass Spectrometer (MS)

A- Introduction

Two types of mass spectrometers are used in ICP-MS.

The most popular is the quadrupole mass filter (Fig. 2). By varying the electric signals to a
quadrupole it is possible to transmit only ions within a very small m/z ratios (other ions are
neutralised and carried away as uncharged particles). A quadrupole mass filter consists of four
parallel metal rods. Two opposite rods have an applied potential of (U+Vcos(wt)) and the other
two rods have a potential of -(U+Vcos(wt)), where U is a dc voltage and Vcos(wt) is an ac
voltage. The applied voltages affect the trajectory of ions travelling down the flight path centred
between the four rods. For given dc and ac voltages, only ions of a certain mass-to-charge ratio
pass through the quadrupole filter and all other ions are thrown out of their original path. A
mass spectrum is obtained by monitoring the ions passing through the quadrupole filter as the
voltages on the rods are varied.

Fig. 2: Schematic of a quadrupole filter (picture from http://www.scimedia.com/chem-
ed/ms/quadrupo.htm)



The other type of instrument is a magnetic sector (with a radii of r1) which simultaneously
disperses ions (of charge = e and velocity = v) by a magnetic field (field strength = H) as a
function of their m/z ratio between the poles of a magnet (first focus).

Most magnetic sector mass spectrometer are usually single focussing but recent mass
spectrometers, are double focussing by adding an electrostatic analyser (with a radii of r2 and a
field strength of E/d) to separate ion (with a charge = e) with differences in kinetic energies
(KE, second focus).

When the magnetic sector in located before the electrostatic analyser the instrument is in
Reverse Geometry (RG) in comparison to Nier-Johnson Forward Geometry. The ion beam
generated at the interface is transmitted into a magnetic sector where it undergoes
 mass dispersion. Then the electrostatic sector bring the ion beam of filtered kinetic energy into
focus through the exit slit. Moreover double focussing mass spectrometers have a Higher
Resolution (HR) in comparison to quadrupole mass filters which is important for reducing the
level of polyatomic ion interference introduced to the mass spectrometer by the ICP.
 Doubly focussed ions are counted using a secondary electron multiplier, which consists of a
series of biased dynodes that eject secondary electrons when they are struck by an ion. They
therefore multiply the ion current and can be used in analog or digital mode. Other types of
double focussing mass spectrometers use a multi-collector assembly, which consists of eight
independently adjustable Faraday collectors and one fixed axial Faraday collector (multiple
collector mass spectrometry; Halliday, et al., 1995; Christensen, et al., 1995; Lee and Halliday,
1995; Taylor, et al., 1995; Walder, et al., 1993; Walder, et al., 1993; Walder and Furuta, 1993;
Hirata, 1996; Balaram, 1995; Thirlwall and Walder, 1995; Hirata, 1997; Blichert-Toft, et al.,
1997). The disadvantage of this system is the high ion count rate required by the Faraday
collector. Since a Faraday cup can only be used in an analog mode it is less sensitive than
secondary electron multiplier that are capable of operating in pulse-counting mode. Hence, limit
of detection are high.



B- Double focussing mass spectrometers (The Finnigan Element TM)

The use of the magnetic sector mass spectrometers offer lots of advantages in terms of (1)
resolution; (2) peak shape (3) background.

Fig. 3: Schematic diagram of a Reverse Geometry High Resolution-ICP-MS instrument (the
Finnigan ELEMENT, (Feldmann, et al., 1994) divided into three main parts: (1) the ICP with
the interface (cones and ion optics); (2) the analyser (magnetic sector and electrostatic
analyser); (3) the detector (secondary electron multiplier: SEM).

(1) In comparison to quadrupole mass filters, double focussing mass spectrometers permit
variable resolution using three sets of slit positions (M/ÆM= 300, 3000, 7500) which is
important for reducing the level of polyatomic ion interference introduced to the mass
spectrometer by the ICP. This is critical for the accurate quantification of elements such as P, S,
As, K, Ca and the transition elements that can exhibit significant isobaric interference
(Giebmann and Greb 1994, Moens et al. 1994, Tittes et al. 1994, Moens et al. 1995, Vanhaecke
et al. 1997).

 (2) The flat topped peak shape obtained using stable magnetic sector instruments allows better
precision for isotope ratio measurements in comparison to the gaussian peak shape produced by
quadrupole-based instruments designed for scanning over a relatively large mass range (e.g.
Begley and Sharp 1997).

 (3) The curvature of the optical axis of the double-focusing geometry greatly reduces the
photon background derived from the ICP torch without reducing sensitivity. For heavy masses,
the background counting rate is negligible (< 0.2 cps) which significantly increases signal/noise
and provides enhanced limits of detection in comparison to quadrupole-based instruments
which tend to have a high background (~ 10 cps). Background is only significant for light



elements, due to spectroscopic interference from the argon carrier gas. However, molecular
oxides and hydroxides are significantly reduced under the dry plasma conditions encountered
during laser ablation analysis.

Fig.4: Scanning efficiency vs scan duration for different scan range when comparing a
magnetic and a quadrupole instrument (see text for detail)

The particular design of the ion source of the ELEMENT (Plasma, torch, skimmer, sampler and
all other mechanical parts including the pumping system operate at ground potential;
(Giebmann and Greb, 1994) allows rapid electric scanning of up to 30% from its nominal



starting magnet mass without excessive loss of ion energy and subsequent beam defocussing. (i)
Elements are divided into small groups in order to minimise the use of the magnet which has a
longer jump time. The total scan thus comprises a series of large magnetic jumps using 1 ms per
amu of travel plus 5 ms for the magnet to settle. (ii) The mass window is reduced over the peak
top, in order to acquire only three or four channels per peak top with a dwell time of 10 ms.
Using four channels per peak top and a menu of 30 elements which cover nearly the entire mass
range (from 44Ca to 238U), the total scan duration is less than 1.7 s. This scan duration can be
decreased to 1.4 s using three channels per peak top. Assuming a scan time of 0.5-1 s for a
quadrupole mass filter, the total scan duration of the HR-ICP-MS is only about 50% to three
times slower than the quadrupole mass filter.

Fig.5: Principal of Synchroscan. Mx = mass registered; Æt1 = measurement time; Æt2 = jump
time. This figure is adapted from Giebmann & Greb (1994).



Figure 4 illustrate a comparison of the scanning efficiency of a magnetic sector instrument and a
quadrupole instrument using from 1 to 10 channel per peak with a dwell time of 10 ms. The
 settling time of the quadrupole has been set at 5 ms. For a magnetic sector instrument, the
scanning efficiency is dependant on the element menu i.e. the mass range covered by the
magnet. Figure 4A illustrate a typical scanning range from Ca44 up to U238. This figure shows
an optimal and lower efficiency (57%) for magnetic sector at 3 points per peak. Using the same
element menu, the quadrupole is more efficient with one (66%) or three (85%) channel per
peak. However, in some other applications, such as the measurement of the REE in zircon using
Hf180 as an internal standard, a magnetic sector instrument can have an efficiency similar to a
quadrupole mass filter as illustrate in Figure 4B.

Although we have used a succession of magnetic (B) and electric (E) scan in our experiment,
another scanning strategy, currently under investigation, is called SynchroScan. As illustrate in
figure 5, by allowing magnetic and electrostatic fields to change at the same time, on-peak duty
cycle of the instrument should be improved. While the magnet continuously scan at a constant
speed from lower to higher masses, the electric field scans in opposition to the magnetic field
which "freezes" the mass that pass through the analyser. Because the ELEMENT can scan over
the full mass range in less than 0.6 s the efficiency should increase. Based on our calculated
drilling rate of the laser at optimum configuration (1 micron per second), this new scanning
strategy should allow an acquisition every 0.6 microns. However this new scanning facility is
still in development and no method created through the ICP software could support this
scanning tool at the moment.



II-3- Laser ablation (LA)

Principle of Laser

Laser is an acronym for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. As a
consequence of its light-amplifying property, a laser produces spatially narrow and extremely
intense beams of radiation having identical frequency, phase, direction and polarisation
properties. According to the resonance condition (∆E = hv) and to the rules of quantum
mechanics, an atom can change its energy level, which leads to the absorption or emission of a
photon. Stimulated emission is the basis of laser behaviour. Stimulated emission leads to the
emission of a coherent radiation with the incoming radiation. In order to have light
amplification in a laser it is necessary that the number of photon produced by stimulated
emission exceed the number of photons lost by absorption. This light amplification is only
achieved when a population inversion from the normal distribution of energy state exists. This
population inversion (activation of a laser material) is created by an external pumping source, so
that a few photons of proper energy will trigger the formation of a cascade of photons of the
same energy. This cascade of photons is focussed on a sample. Interaction between the laser
beam allows the conversion of photon energy into thermal energy, which is responsible for the
vaporisation of most of the exposed solid surface. The material ablated is swept away with an
argon stream to an Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometer (ICP-MS) and analysed.

Fig.6: Principle of Light amplification. Passage of radiation through a non-inverted population
and an inverted population.



Two main types of UV lasers are widely used in Earth Sciences:

(1) Excimer gas lasers in which light is emitted by a short-lived molecule made up of one rare
gas atom (Kinsley, et al. 1997; Balhaus, et al. 1997; Gahderi, et al. 1997; Sinclair and
McCulloch 1997; Bea, et al. 1996; Ducreux-Zappa and Mermet 1996; Eggins, et al. 1998;
Günther, et al. 1997; Sylvester and Ghaderi 1997; Sylvester 1997) This type of laser is
beginning to be use in LA-ICP-MS. Its operation depends on electronic transitions in molecules.

(2) Solid state lasers such as the frequency-quadrupled Nd:YAG in which the atoms that emit
light are fixed within a crystal or a glassy material. Lasers are characterised mainly by their
wavelength (1064 nm for a Nd:YAG), output power and pulse length fixed by the design of the
laser (nanosecond or picosecond)

NB:
PULSE LENGTH = 2Ln / C(1-R)
 L = cavity length
 c = speed of light in vacuum
 n = laser medium refractive index
 R = output mirror reflectivity

Solid interaction:

 Laser - material interaction is a complex process resulting in (1) vaporisation or ablation; (2)
ejection of atoms, ions, molecular species and particulate; (3) shock waves.Power density is a
critical parameter which allow the separation of two different process; (1) vaporisation and (2)
ablation.
 Laser ablation of a solid sample consits of several stages, in which diffrent kinds of 'vapor-
products' are ejected. The initial stage is electronic excitation inside the solid, accompanied by
the
ejection of electrons at the sample surface, due to photoelectric and thermionic emission.
During this time, the energtic electrons in the bulk of the solid transfert energy to the lattice
through a variety of scattering mechanisms; the sample target then undergoes melting and
vaporization, followed by ionization and the formation of a plasma plume consisting of the
sample constituents. The expanding plume interacts with the surrounding gas to form a shock
wave, causing the ambient gas to become further ionised. The expanding high-pressure plasma
exerts a force back to the target, which flushes out the melted volume. This recoil pressure and
fluhing mechanism can produce large-sized particles (several micrometers, Borisov et al, 2000).
The transport efficiency to the ICP is typically low for small diameter particle <5nm, which
tend to be lost by diffusion, and is also low or large particles > 3 µm, which will settle out
owing to gravity. Particles with diameters between these extremes are carried with an efficiency
of >80%.
NB: Power density is calculate according to the energy of the beam, the spot size and the pulse
width. The power density is calculated following the formula below:
[(Energy / Area) * Correction Factor] / Pulse Width
 with a correction factor of 2.3 for Gaussian beam and a correction factor of 1.5



A- Description of the Merchantek Laser ablation System

Fig.7: Sketch of the First version of the petrographic laser ablation system from Merchantek.

Fig.8: Sketch of the third generation of the petrographic laser ablation system from Merchantek.



The Merchantek laser is a Nd:YAG laser which comprises a rod of Yttrium aluminium garnet
(Y3 Al5O15) doped with approximately 3wt% Nd2O3, providing a wavelength of 1064 nm. The
wavelength of the beam generated by the laser within the resonator cavity is frequency
quadrupled to the Ultra Violet (UV) range using two harmonic crystals. The maximum output
energy is about 10 mJ with a pulse length of 4 ns with the first design of the laser system (Fig.
7). This first system failed several times, mainly due to the inefficiency of the optics to match
the high power density generated by the laser. The third generation is less powerful with a
maximum of 5mJ output (Fig. 8). The output energy can be changed by varying the voltage
applied to the flashlamp of the cavity resonator or by using a beam attenuator. The size and
shape of the beam is also monitored by a beam expander. The beam is finally focussed on a
sample through the objective lens of a microscope. The sample is observed through a
microscope using three different light sources (incident, transmitted and reflected). The sample
is contained within a sample cell and connected to an XYZ motorised stage. This laser sampling
use electronic stepper motors to move the stage on which the sampling cell is mounted. Remote
control X, Y and Z axes stages allow you to move the sample under the laser beam in different
manners: single point, along a line or within an area (raster).

Fig.9 : Schematic of the Merchantek laser cavity.

Laser cavity:

When a discharge occurs in the xenon flashlamp, the atoms Nd3+of the Nd:YAG laser are
raised from the ground state to the pumping level. This optical pumping produces an
overpopulation of excited-state Nd. The system becomes unstable and a photon will stimulate
the emission of a cascade of photons. The light pulse is reflected from the two mirrors and is
amplified each time it passes through the laser rod. Because of the design of the cavity
resonator, light produced is amplified until it reaches a threshold and emission can occur. By
placing an optical switch (Pockells Cell, Fig 9) between the laser rod and one of the mirrors, the
laser run in a Q-switched mode which leads to the formation of a single large output pulse.

Harmonic Crystals:

The large output pulse generated within the cavity resonator has a fundamental wavelength of
1064 nm (Infra Red) characteristic of the Nd:YAG laser rod. The Infra Red wavelength can be
frequency-quadrupled to 266 nm using two harmonic generating crystals which provide second
and fourth harmonics in the visible (532 nm) and ultraviolet (266 nm). Two dichroic mirrors are
also necessary to reflect the initial wavelength of the laser after the first harmonic crystal and
finally reflect the UV beam toward the beam attenuator.



Fig.12 : Schematic of the harmonic crystals from the first  design of the laser

Beam Attenuator:

The initial output energy is reduced using a half wave retardation plate and a calcite polarising
prism. By rotating the half wave plate with angular velocity w (the output polarisation rotates at
an angular velocity of 2w) the polarised beam emerges from the prism with different irradiance
Is and Ip. Depending on the orientation of the prism, the laser beam can be reflected by the
prism to a trap (w = 45°, Is ˜ 100%, Fig 13b) or pass through the prism without any attenuation
(w = o°, Ip ˜ 100%, Fig 13a)

Fig.13 : Schematic of the beam attenuator



Beam Expander:

By moving the beam expander lenses from one to another, the beam size can be changed from
400 µm to 10 µm. An aperture can also change the energy profile of the beam from gaussian to
a "top hat" beam profile.

Figure 14: Schematic of the beam expander. The movement of  the two lenses from one to an
other is responsible for the modification of the spot size and the closure of the aperture is
responsible for the change in the energy beam profile.



B- Operating parameter

With laser sampling, several operating parameters that affect the sampling event are at the
control of the analyst:
(1) pulse mode and repetition rate;
(2) spatial resolution and peak shape;
(3) calibration strategy:

Laser wavelength

Pioneer work on laser ablation used a ruby laser (Cr3+, 694 nm) mounted in a binocular
microscope (Gray 1985; Moenke-Blankenburg 1989). Efficiency of ablation is related to the
wavelength of the laser. Ablation at 1064 nm, 694 nm and 532 nm radiation produced elemental
fractionation that relates to the melting point of the elemental oxide, whereas with 266 nm
ablation is independent of the elemental oxide melting point (at least at the beginning, Outridge,
et al. 1996; Figg and Kahr 1997; Figg, et al. in press). Using the fundamental IR wavelength of
the Nd:YAG laser, ablation of material such as quartz or synthetic silicate glasses (NIST 612)
results in a catastrophic failure because of a lack of absorption of the laser beam of this
wavelength by these materials (Feng 1994; Morrison, et al. 1995). Absorption of the laser beam
is dependant on the chemical composition and the orientation of minerals (Hazen, et al. 1977;
Jeffries, et al. 1995).

Pulse mode and repetition rate

 There are two modes of operation: (1) Fixed-Q, and (2) Q-switched (Q indicating the Quality
of the resonant cavity).

(1) Fixed-Q: When a discharge occurs in the flashlamp, the light pulse passes through the laser
rod and is reflected from the two mirrors. The light interacts with the Nd in the laser rod, raising
it to an excited state. Any beam of light not parallel with the optical axis or with a wavelength
other than 1064 nm is destroyed by interference. The optical pumping from the xenon flashlamp
raises the atoms from the ground state to the pumping level. The purpose of the optical pumping
is to produce an overpopulation of excited-state Nd as a precursor to laser operation. When such
an overpopulation occurs, the system becomes unstable and a photon will stimulate the
emission of other photons. Because of the design of the resonator, light produced from such
transitions is amplified until it reaches a threshold and emission can occur. When this process is
repeated (duration of the flashlamp discharge: ˜ 150 ms), it leads to a single laser pulse. In this
mode the laser is said to be in free-running or fixed-Q operation.

(2) Q-switched: By placing an optical switch between the laser rod and one of the mirrors of the
laser, the Q-switched pulse mode can be executed as either a single pulse or a series of pulses.
The higher the Q, the lower the loss. A high loss cavity can store more energy than a one with a
low loss. By blocking one laser mirror and excite the laser medium, a population inversion is
produce but the laser can't oscillate because the mirror does not reflect light. Stimulated
emission will quickly drain the stored laser energy from the cavity in a short pulse with peak
power much higher than the laser could otherwise produce. In Q-switched mode, a microplasma
is generated at the surface of the sample and the ablation produces a large and more shallow
crater.



NB: Early work on ruby lasers (Thompson, et al. 1990) and IR laser (Outridge, et al. 1996) has
demonstrated that, depending of the pulse mode and the nature of the ablated material, different
types of particle material can be identified in the ejecta after ablation; (a) spherical droplets
(0.1-10 µm) during ablation of metallic targets, (b) sharp-edged spall-breccia during ablation of
brittle materials, (c) amorphous condensate from the vapour phase all types of material. The
formation of these particulate depend on the elemental composition and refractoriness of the
sample. Only the smaller size range (< 2 µm) is likely to be transported very efficiently by gas
flows. In Q-switched mode, one population of particles with the right composition is found but
in free-running, two populations of particles are produced with different and unrepresentative
compositions. Because of the better ablation efficiency and the representative composition of
the material ablated in the Q-switch mode, this mode of operation is more convenient and
preferable (e.g., Arrowsmith 1987).

Fig.14: Signal variation (%RSD) for Ca-normalised trace element isotopes (51V, 66Zn, 89Y,
90Zr, 140Ce, 232Th) versus increasing repetition rates (3, 4, 5, 10, 15 Hz) at the same  energy
(2 mJ) when ablating NIST 612 synthetic glass with a 50 µm wide spot.

A single laser pulse provides a transient signal, however multiple pulses may be used to
produce a near steady-state signal analogous to that obtained with continuous solution
aspiration. Norman et al. (1996) have shown that selective elemental fractionation is greatly
reduced by using a low repetition rate. Figure 14 illustrates the signal variation for Ca-
normalised trace element data obtained when ablating the NIST 612 synthetic glass standard
reference material in different site at 2 mJ and various repetition rates. This figure demonstrates
limited fractionation for first row transition elements with low melting point such as Zn at 4 Hz
but more extensive fractionation at 15 Hz. Other elements with higher melting points, such as
V, Th, the rare earth elements (REE = Ce, Y) and high field strength elements (HFSE = Zr), do
not show the same behaviour, thus a repetition rate up to 15 could be used without any
significant decrease in signal stability. See the paragraph about elemental fractionation for more
details below.



Spatial resolution and crater shape

Focussing of the laser is a critical parameter which control inter-element fractionation
(behaviour of volatile versus refractory elements during ablation-volatilisation) as well as the
stability of the signal through time (Hirata and Nesbitt 1995). The ablation efficiency of most
UV lasers drops off as the depth of ablation in the sample increase dependant on the focal
lenght of the objective objective. Various spatial resolutions can be achieved. Using common
Nd-YAG infra red lasers the spot size may vary from 10 to 500 µm. Larger spot sizes can be
achieved by removing the focussing lens so that the spot size is similar to the laser beam (˜ 6
mm). However, in order to work on polished thin sections (thickness ˜ 30 µm) and at the
mineral scale, geochemist try to reduce the spot size as much as possible even if the limit of
detection increases dramatically (Limit of detection is inversely proportional to the square of the
ablated area). By replacing the single plano-convex focussing lens with a compound objective,
the spatial resolution can be routinely decreased down to 20-50 µm or even lower in some
specific applications (Chenery and Cook 1993; Pearce, et al. 1992; Jeffries, et al. 1995; Jackson,
et al. 1992).Laser systems, such as the Merchantek laser microprobe used here are thought to
provide a similar spatial resolution while maintaining a more "top-hat"-shaped rather than
Gaussian beam energy profile. This produces a flatter-bottomed and shallower crater
morphology appropriate for thin section or layer analysis.

Calibration strategy

Once microparticulate material has been transported by the stream of argon to the plasma, the
number of ions which reach the detector depends on (a) the atomic proportions of the element in
the source mineral, (b) the amount of material removed during ablation, (c) the ionisation
potential of the element in the plasma, and (d) isotopic abundance. Assuming no fractionation
during ablation between volatile and other more refractory elements, it is possible to overcome
these problems using an internal standard (known concentration of one element in the unknown
using another analytical technique). Electron microprobe analysis is usually used to measure the
concentration of the element chosen as the internal standard in the unknown. Calibration can
then be achieved by comparing the response for the internal standard element in a reference
material and the unknown. This element response for the internal standard allows the analyst to
apply a correction for other elements included in the selected menu. In order to perform this
correction, the geochemist must: (a) assume that the element response in the unknown is similar
to that of the reference material (i.e., both matrices are matched); (b) assume that the reference
material has a homogeneous trace element composition and distribution; and (c) correctly
choose the internal standard in the material analysed (usually a minor isotope of a major
element). Once these several operating parameters has been controlled, a typical analytical
sequence comprises; (a) analysis of the argon blank; (b) analysis of the reference material; (c)
analysis of the unknown; (d) second analysis of the reference material in order to monitor the
drift (sensitivity variation of the instrument through time); (e) analysis of other unknowns.



C - Results on standards

In order to test the performance of a LA-HR-ICP-MS, we have examined key parameters
including peak shape, sensitivity, element response factors, limits of detection, inter-element
fractionation, precision and accuracy, using a series of experiments on NIST and USGS glass
standards (Lahaye et al, 1997; Shuttleworth and Kremser, 1998).

Peak Shape

Figure 16 represents an average of 50 scans using a 1 second scan duration which translates to
1000 UV laser shots at the surface of the sample using a magnetic sector ICP. The typical flat
topped peak shape produced for La during ablation of NIST 612 (˜37 ppm) is characteristic of
magnetic sector instruments and should allow the precise measurement of isotope ratios. he
precision should be higher to that of a quadrupole instrument which is characterised by a more
gaussian peak shape.

Fig.16: Peak shape of La (˜37 ppm) when ablating the NIST 612 synthetic glass at 1 mJ and 20
Hz. This figure represents an average of 50 scans (1s scan duration) or a thousand shots at low
resolution (M/ÆM= 300). A typical quadrupole peak shape is also shown for comparison.



Element response factors

Figure 17 shows element response factors obtained when ablating the NIST 612 standard
reference
material using a menu of 30 element which covers nearly the entire mass range. A linear
increase in
signal intensity at the multiplier is observed throughout the mass range with a minimum
response for light elements and a maximum for heavier elements. Low element response factors
are observed for major and light elements, such as calcium, which is usually used for internal
standardisation and have high concentrations in many geological samples. Higher element
response factors are observed for the heavier and geochemical important elements, such as the
REE, Pb and U. Linearity of the element response curve also suggests a significant
improvement in comparison to IR laser ablation systems where inter-element fractionation is
observed during ablation (Morrison et al. 1995, Jeffries et al. 1996). Selective enhanced
vaporisation efficiency of volatile elements (e.g., Hg and Pb) compared to more refractory
elements which is frequently observed with IR laser ablation systems is minimised (but still
present) with lower UV wavelength.

Fig.17: Element response curve when ablating the synthetic glass NIST 612 with a 50 µm wide
spot.



Limit Of Detection

Figure 18 represent a comparison of the limits of detection (LOD) between different analytical
 techniques such as PIXE, Synchrotron XRF, Ion Probe, IR laserICPQuadMS (with quadrupole
mass filter), solution ICP-MS and UV ICPsectorMS (with a double focussing Magnetic Sector).
LOD have been calculated as three standard deviations from the background when ablating a
synthetic glass from NIST (NIST612) at 5Hz, 1.5mJ and a crater size of 50 µm. LOD vary from
3 ppb for Sc to 300 ppt for heavier masses such as Pb and U. These LOD can be significantly
reduced to the lower ppt range by reducing the size of the element menu or by using a higher
laser output energy or repetition rate when analysing elements such as the REE and HFSE
which show less fractionation as a result of higher laser pulse energies.

Fig.18: Comparison of Limit of detection between Proton  Probe (PIXE), Synchrotron XRF,
Ion Probe, IR laserICPQuadMS (with quadrupole mass filter), solution ICP-MS and UV
ICPsectorMS (with a double focussing Magnetic Sector) for a range of trace element from m/z
44 to 248 in NIST 612, using a 50 _m wide spot (adapted from Federowich, et al., 1995 and
Hinton, 1997).



Precision and accuracy

On Figures 19 and 20 are shown results when ablating and analysing synthetic glasses from
NIST and the USGS (Lahaye et al, 1997). These results are compared with solution mode
analyses. All of these results have been calculated using the standard reference material NIST
612 as an external standard and CaO concentration as an internal standard.

Fig.19: Results of laser ablation versus solution mode of analysis using NIST 612 and 610,
expressed as a percentage deviation from solution analysis.

Fig.20: Primitive mantle-normalised multi-element diagram showing a comparison between
laser ablation mode of analysis (white circle) and solution mode of analysis (black circle).
Primitive mantle values are from Hofmann et al. (1988).



Results of multiple analyses of the NIST 612 glass calibrated against itself are shown on Figure
19. The shaded area represents the range of results obtained on 9 determinations of this standard
reference material and the thick line represents the average of these 9 determinations.
Precision relative to the mean are between 3 and 10 % (1s). The mean concentration of these
different elements is less than 5% (1s) different from solution analysis considered in this study
to be reference values for comparison purposes only. Accuracy increases up to 10% for V and
7% for Cs, but accuracy for other elements is better than 5% (1s). Precision and accuracy are
similar for the highly enriched NIST 610 glass but increase for the depleted NIST 614 glass,
especially for Sc, V and Rb (up to 25%). Figure 20 is a multi-element diagram normalised to the
primitive mantle (Hofmann 1988) showing a comparison between results obtain by laser
ablation and solution mode on the new BRC-2G glasses. BCR-2G was prepared by remelting of
BRC-2 powder, a new USGS basalt standard collected from the Columbia River Basin in north
eastern Oregon. The trace element diagram is smooth and both results show an enrichment in
light rare earth and alkali elements as well as a depletion in Nb, Ta and Sc, characteristic of
BCR samples. Using the solution mode, as data reference values, most of the elements agree to
within 10% RSD , except for Rb, Nb and Co which give up to 25% higher concentrations.



III- Applications of LA-ICP-MS on geological samples

Analyses of solids by lasers requires little or no sample preparation. The result is a high sample
throughput and the determination of trace element content or isotopic composition in almost all
types of materials at high spatial resolution.

IV1- Sample preparation

In general sample preparation is straightforward. Polishing is usually necessary if the electron
microprobe is to be used before loading the sample into the sample cell. Because the laser
sample cell is not under vacuum, outgazing of the support material is not a problem. Powdered
samples should be treated in a similar way to XRF analysis and stabilised either by
(a) compacting the sample into a pellet with or without a binding agent,
or
(b) fusing the sample to a borate glass or using a strip heater.

IV-2- Trace elements determination

A- Introduction

  Laser ablation has been applied to the determinations of the trace element concentrations in a
wide range of materials such as :

Polymer: Hemmerlin and Mermet 1996; Marshall, et al. 1991; Wolf et al 1998;
Particule: Lüdke, et al. 1994; Tanaka et al 1998; Chin et al 1999;
Press pellets: Gray 1985; Imai 1990; Morrison, et al. 1995; Perkins, et al. 1991; Perkins, et al.
1993; Raith and Hutton 1994; Scholze, et al. 1994; Van Heuzen and Morsink 1991; Baker et al
1999;
Alloy - Metals: Goodal, et al. 1995; Raith, et al. 1995; Kogan, et al. 1994; McCandless, et al.
1997; Watling, et al. 1994, 1997; Outridge, et al. 1998;
Fused glasses: Chen, et al. 1997; Lichte 1995; Perkins, et al. 1991; Perkins, et al. 1993;
Ødegård and Hamester 1997; Ødegård et al 1998;
Fe-Mn crust: De Carlo and Pruszkowaski 1995; Garbe-Schönberg 1994; Hoffmann, et al.
1997;
Meteorite: Hirata and Nesbitt 1997; Campbell and Humayun 1999;
Volcanic glass shards: Perkins, et al. 1997; Westgate, et al. 1994; Bryant et al, 1999;
Melt inclusions: Taylor, et al. 1997;
Fluid Inclusion: Ghazi, et al. 1996; Irwin and Roedder 1995; Moissette, et al. 1996; Sheppherd
and Chenery 1995; Stalder, et al. 1997; Wilkinson, et al. 1994; McCandless, et al. 1997;
Shepherd et al 1997; Fabre, et al 1999; Boué-Bigne, et al 1999 and new references from the
ETH group (Günther and Heinrich and Audétat...);
Marble crusts: Ulens, et al. 1994;
Leaves: Scholze, et al. 1996;
Mussels: Pearce and Schettler 1994;
Coral: Sinclair and McCulloch 1997; Sinclair et al 1998;
Wood - Tree ring: Alteyrac, et al. 1995; Garbe-Schönberg, et al. 1997; Hoffmann, et al. 1994,
1996, 1997; Watmough, et al. 1997, 1998;
Teeth: Cox, et al. 1996; Evans, et al. 1995; Outridge and Evans 1995;
Biological organism: Durrant and Ward 1994; Evans, et al. 1994; Hoffmann, et al. 1996;
Shell: Fuge, et al. 1993; Imai and Shimokawa 1993; Imai 1992; Price and Pearc 1997; Vander
Putten et al 2000; Bellotto and Miekeley 2000; Raith et al, 1996;



Plant ashes: Hoffmann, et al. 1996;
Stalactite: Imai 1992;
Foraminifers: Wu and Hillaire-Marcel 1995;
Cannabis: Watling 1998;
Fire assay beads: Shibuya, et al 1998; Jarvis et al, 1995;
SiC crystals: Hofmann, et al 1999;
Sediments: Baker, et al 1999;
Fremdlinge: Campbell, et al 1999;
Antique: Devos, et al 1999;
Tungsten Carbide: Kanicky et al 2000;
Hair and nails: Rodushkin and Axelsson 2000;
Coal: Rodushkin et al 2000;
Fish: Thorrold and Shuttleworth 2000

and minerals such as:

Zircon: Barbey, et al. 1995; Bédard, et al. 1997; Feng, et al. 1993; Imai and Yamamoto 1994;
Jackson, et al. 1992; Pearce, et al. 1992; Perkins, et al. 1992; Nesbitt, et al. 1997;
Plagioclase: Bea, et al. 1996; Pearce, et al. 1992;
Amphibole: Bea, et al. 1996; Dalpé and Baker 1994; Dalpé, et al. 1995; Zack, et al. 1997;
Ionov 1998;
Anthophyllite: Bea, et al. 1996;
Apatite: Chen, et al. 1997; Chenery, et al. 1996; Fryer, et al. 1995; Jackson, et al. 1992;
Monazite: Chen, et al. 1997; Chenery and Cook 1993, Poitrasson et al 1996, 2000a, b;
Clinopyroxene: Chenery and Cook 1993; Foley, et al. 1996; Fryer, et al. 1995; Günther, et al.
1997; Jeffries, et al. 1995; Zack, et al. 1997; Ionov 1998; Mason et al, 1999;
Chromite: Chen, et al. 1997; Eggins, et al. 1998; Horn, et al. 1994;
Olivine: Chen, et al. 1997; Eggins, et al. 1998; Jeffries, et al. 1995; Norman 1998; Pearce, et al.
1992;
Orthopyroxene: Eggins, et al. 1998; Jackson, et al. 1992; Norman 1988; Kurat and Dobosi
2000;
Sulphide: Chenery, et al. 1995; Watling, et al. 1995, 1998)), (Alard, et al (1999));
Carbonate: Feng 1994; Pearce, et al. 1992; Pearce, et al. 1992; Perkins, et al. 1991; Kontak and
Jackson 1995; Kontak and Jackson 1999; Ionov 1998; Craig et al 2000;
Phlogopite: Foley, et al. 1996; Fryer, et al. 1995;
Garnet: Günther, et al. 1997; Jackson, et al. 1992; Zack, et al. 1997; Bea, et al. 1997; Kurat and
Dobosi 2000;
Magnetite: Horn, et al. 1994;
Dolomite: Imai and Yamamoto 1994;
Titanite: Jackson, et al. 1992;
Uraninite: Jackson, et al. 1992;
Spinel: Norman 1988;
Ilmenite: Raith and Hutton 1994;
Rutile: Raith and Hutton 1994;
Scheelite: Sylvester and Ghaderi 1997; Gahderi, et al. 1997; Ghaderi et al, 1999, Brugger et al
1999, 2000;
Diamond: Watling, et al. 1995;
Experimental Petrology: Veksler et al 1998, Thompson & Nalpas 2000;
Glass: Ionov 1998;
Biotite: Yang & Rivers 2000; Yang et al 1999;
Muscovite: Yang & Rivers 2000; Yang et al 1999;
Tourmaline: Garofalo et al 2000;
Bark samples: Narewski et al 2000;



Zeolites: Pickhardt et al 2000



B- In situ determination of trace element in minerals

Thin section

We have applied the laser ablation technique in the analysis of the REE in clinopyroxene (cpx)
from a komatiite lava flow of Alexo in Canada. Alexo is one of the best preserved komatiite
flows in the world. The sample analysed is characterised by well preserved cpx needles in a
matrix of chlorite plus 30 µm grains of sphene. This figure presents REE data for the cpx and
from the sphene, normalised to the chondritic values of (Evensen, et al. 1978). Three
conclusions could be drawn from these experiments:

Fig.21: Chondrite normalised diagram of clinopyroxene and sphene from the Alexo komatiitic
flow (sample M668; Lahaye and Arndt 1996).

1. This configuration allows the acquisition of a signal for as much as one minute using a 30 µm
thin section and generates data at the chondritic level. However significant differences in the
ablation rate has been observed, dependant on the mineral matrix (see ablation pits in the last
page). For example, ablation of apatite is characterised by the quick removal of at least the 10
first micron within the first seconds of the initiation of the ablation. Once a hole has been
drilled, the ablation rate greatly decrease to a normal rate (~ 1 micron/s). In order to monitor the
drilling process on a thin section, it has been suggested that the araldite use to make the thin
section should be enriched in an unusual element (such as In; see U. Memorial publications,
Jackson et al).
2. Comparison between solution-based ICP data and laser ablation-based HR-ICP-MS data
demonstrate a better accuracy by laser ablation and shows that the cpx crystallised in
equilibrium with a LREE-depleted komatiite lava. Mass balance calculations suggest that as



little as 4% of sphene in the mineral separate may explain the LREE enriched pattern of the cpx
analysed in solution.
3. The REE budget of well preserved komatiitic sample is stored in small secondary grains of
sphene which cast some doubt on the ability of komatiites to fingerprint the geochemistry of the
Archaean mantle.

Grain Mounts

Fig.22: Multi-element diagram normalised to the primitive mantle (Hofmann 1988) of different
minerals using a 50 µm spot size at 5Hz and 0.1-0.2 mJ output energy. Ca44 and Si29 have
been used as an internal standard for the respective quantification of the epidote, scheelite,
calcite, pyroxene I, garnet I, pyroxene II, and garnet II. NIST 610 and 612 has been used for
external quantification using data from (Norman, et al. 1996).



In order to improve the sample output, a new 3D recoordination technique has been developed
at Monash university. This technique imply the separation and deposition of a large number of
grains into an epoxy mount (2 inches by 1). These samples are located within a rectangular
frame define by two recoordination marks located in the middle of a copper and nickel grid.
These two marks allow a recoordination in 2 dimension (X and Y) of the sample using a
digitising stage and a software developed by Microbeam (Contact Graham Hutchinson for
further details: beamm@mail.enternet.com.au). Instead of developing an autofocus system
(Cousin, et al. 1995; Chen et al, 2000) for the third axes, this software calculate a third
recoordination mark based on the location of the further sample from the diagonal define by the
first and second recoordination mark. This third recoordination mark define a plane and thus the
third dimension. The position of each samples (X, Y and Z) are stored in a file. This file is used
by the electron microprobe which found the location of the sample and analyse it for its major
elements content. This file is also used by the laser ablation system to recover the location of
the sample and analysed them for its trace elements content. One of the major element analysed
by the electron microprobe is used as an internal standard and excellent recoordination allow us
to avoid zonation problems. Figure 22 represent some samples analysed by laser ablation from
grain mounts.

Platinum Group Element in Sulphides

We have recently analysed PGE from sulphides associated with komatiitic volcansim in
Kambalda (see (Heath et al submitted) for analytical details). The next figures represent the
Limit Of Detections and the results normalised to the chondritic values (McDonough and Sun
1995).

Calculated Limit of Detection for the Platinum Group Element in sulphides



Calculated PGE concentrations, normalised to the primitive mantle values (McDonough and
Sun 1995), for some major sulphides from massive ore associated with komatiitic volcanism
(Heath et al, submitted)



C- Interference

The next figures represent some classic interference mainly due to air entrainment (Si29, P31,
Ca44, Fe57, Mn55). The interference are minimal for Ni, Cu and Cr are result mainly from
source contamination. Those interference may be reduce by using a special bonnet or using the
medium resolution setting of a high resolution magnetic sector ICP.



D- Medium Resolution

We have recently analysed the trace element content of NIST 610 in medium resolution and
compare those values with results at low resolution. The next figures represent the calculated
Limit Of Detections and the accuracy (%RSD relative to Norman et al 1996). Accuracy are
mainly within 2% RSD except for Ni. Medium resolution has been very useful recently for the
measurement of trace element in high purity glass at ppm level.

Calculated Limit of Detection for some light and transition elements (ppm)

Calculated accuracy (%RSD) during the measurement of NIST 610 in medium resolution for
some light and transition elements.



E- Comparison with other analytical techniques

Different test has been performed in order to compare the accuracy of our laser ablation system
with other analytical technique. Here are two examples: The first (Figure 23) is a comparison
between the trace element analyse of LREE rich apatite by laser ablation ICP-MS with LA-HR-
ICP-MS. This comparison is presented on a multi-element diagram normalised to the primitive
mantle and show a good agreement between the two techniques.

Fig.23: Multi-element diagram normalised to the primitive mantle values of Hofmann (1988) of
apatite standard analysed by laser ablation ICP-MS (white symbols) and laser ablation HR-ICP-
MS (black symbols).

Fig.24: Chondrite-normalised REE data (Evensen et al, 1978) for a zircon standard (91500;
Wiedenbeck, et al., 1995) analysed by different microanalysis techniques. Laser ablation data
are in good agreement with neutron activation.



The second example (Figure 24) is a comparison between the trace element analyse of LREE
poor mineral such as a zircon by ion probe, isotopic dilution, and neutronal activation. Ion
probe data are significantly lower for the heavy REE. Isotope dilution gave systematically
higher results for the light REE which may be related to incomplete dissolution of the standard.
The results are presented on figure 24 on a chondritic normalised diagram. This figure
highlights the good accuracy for in-situ microanalysis of refractory minerals versus dissolution
techniques.

F- Fluid inclusions

Three main laboratories has already conducted some experiments on the ability of laser ablation
to measure the concentrations of trace elements in fluid inclusions. In summary, after the
pioneer work of Chenery and coworker from the British geological survey at Nottingham
(Sheppherd and Chenery 1995; Moissette, et al. 1996) based on a calibration technique
involving the encapsulation of microdroplets of standard solution in hydrophobic epoxy resin,
Ghazi and coworkers (McCandless, et al. 1997; Ghazi, et al. 1996; Ghazi and Shuttleworth
2000) from the Georgia State University develop a new calibration technique using solutions
sealed in microcappilary tubes. More recently Gunther and coworkers from ETH develop a
quantification procedure using elements concentrations ratios calculated by referencing
intensity integrals against signals from external standards (glass and solution) and using Na as
an internal standard (Audétat, et al. 1998; Günther, et al. 1997; Günther, et al. 1998, Audétat
and Günther 1999; Heinrich et al 1999). Following the introduction of a paper by Gahzi et al
(1997), fluid inclusion are analysed by a variety of non-destructive and destructive techniques.
Non destructive methods that have been used successfully for the analysis of major elements in
single inclusions include mainly synchrotron X-ray fluorescence (Frantz, et al. 1988; Rankin, et
al. 1992; Vanko, et al. 1993). Destructive techniques typically provide greater compositional
information on the fluid inclusion and are more widely available than the non destructive
techniques. The destructive methods can be divided in two groups:
- Single inclusion analysis method include laser microprobe noble gas mass spectrometry for
the analysis of halogens and the noble gases (Irwin and Roedder 1995), ion microprobe analysis
of frozen inclusions (Kelly and Burgio 1983; Ayora and Fontarnau 1990; Diamond, et al. 1990),
laser ablation atomic emission spectroscopy (Rankin, et al. 1992; Ramsey, et al. 1992;
Wilkinson, et al. 1994), and laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry.
- Bulk analysis, crush leaching or decrepitation used for extraction of fluid inclusions (Bottrell,
et al. 1988; Channer, et al. 1992; Ghazi, et al. 1993) with different analytical techniques such as
gas or ion chromatography, atomic absorption, ICP-ES and ICP-MS (Ghazi, et al. 1993; Banks,
et al. 1994).



Fig.25: Schematic of the dual gas-flow mixing device, from  Chenery, et al. (1995).

There are several problems related to the analysis of fluid inclusions by LA-ICP-MS. The main
problems are:

(1) the use of an external and internal standard for quantification purposes. The method used by
Chenery and coworkers is based on the use of (i) a dual gas flow system (Figure 25) that
allowed use of standard solutions and NIST glasses for tuning the instrument, (ii) a high
temperature ablation cell which improve the efficiency and reproductibility of fluid release and
(iii) a new calibration technique involving the encapsulation of microdroplets of standard
solutions in hydrophobic epoxy resins.
The method used by Ghazi and coworker is based on a set of artificial fluid inclusion standard
prepared by drawing small volume (0.2-0.3 ml) of standard solution of known concentration
into 4 ml volume glass microcapillary tubes . These synthetic external standard are used for the
construction of a calibration curve (Cps vs concentration). More recently Gunther, et al. (1998)
and Audétat, et al. (1998) have used a different technique (without a dual gas flow system) in
which they integrate the counts, use NIST glasses and solutions in teflon beakers as external
standard (Günther, et al. 1997) and Na as an internal standard from microthermometric
measurements.
(2) the size of the inclusion and the ability to calculate the volume of the liquid ablated. The
range of volume for fluid inclusion is between 10-3 and 10-7 ml. Using Ghazi and coworkers
method, the volume of solution is perfectly known so that the volume per pulse is known as
well. Spikes in element intensities were noted by McCandless et al (1997), Audétat et al (1998)
and Shepherd & Chenery (1995), between first bleached fluids versus subsequent analysis,
suggesting that accurate element concentration may not be determinate in small fluid inclusion
when only one scan is obtained before the fluid is exhausted. In order to increase the
acquisition, the sample gas flow has to be reduce once the inclusion is open.
(3) the presence of solid phases in the inclusions
(4) thermal fracturing: Ablation is usually initiated by focussing onto the surface to create a
shallow pit hole (2-5 µm). As the rate of ablation decrease due to beam defocussing, the power
is slowly increase whilst continually adjusting the focus to achieve a steady rate of drilling.
During this drilling step, an early thermal fracturation may occur which leads to the premature
release of the fluid inclusion content (Sheppherd and Chenery 1995). Alternatively an active
focussing should keep a constant drilling rate without increasing the power density and potential
thermal fracturation.
(5) internal vapour pressure of the inclusion: Sheppherd and Chenery (1995) have also noticed
that the rate and manner of liquid release are determinate by the volume and internal vapour
pressure of the inclusion. A Continuous ablation of the liquid phase within a liquid inclusion is
possible at room temperature, but the ablation of a CO2-rich inclusion lead to an explosive
release of the liquid phase. According to Sheppherd and Chenery (1995), for many two phases
(liquid + vapour) inclusions, fluid release at room temperature is extended over 1-2 seconds and
moreover ablation is often accompanied by the precipitation of salts at the surface, due to
capillary attraction of the liquid. High temperature ablation minimise the unpredictable ablation
response and the cell temperature used by Sheppherd and Chenery (1995) is always set close to
the liquid-vapour homogenisation temperature for the inclusion.
(6) the high background in Na: Na is a mono isotopic element and its background with our
system is around 2*10^6 cps. The contamination source of this high background has also been
notice by Sheppherd and Chenery (1995) and remain unknown. It's everywhere !!



IV-3- Elemental fractionation

  Fractionation between element has been highlighted by various IR laser ablation users
(Cromwell & Arrowsmith, 1995; Jeffries et al, 1996; Otridge et al 1997) and described by Fryer
et al (1995) who ratioed the signal from the first two minutes over the last two minutes and
calculated a fractionation factor (figure below). The fractionation intensity seems to follow the
Goldschmidt classification of elements (lithophile, chalcophile and siderophile). Why ??

This section is mainly a summary of outstanding papers from Eggins et al (1998); Mank and
Mason (1999) and the research team of Rick Russo (see bibliography below).



Selective removal of some elements and material can be caused by the laser interaction with the
sample, a process termed "elemental fractionation".

 Several process contribute to the fractionation process between element during the ablation:

 Plasma shielding:

 Fractionation of the Cu/ Zn ratio at lower power density is related to plasma shielding, and
thermal effect induce by the behaviour of the plasma from the laser on the sample below a
critical power density (Mao, et al., 1996; Mao 1997; Mao, et al. 1993; Mao, et al. 1997; Russo
1995, Russo, et al. 1996; Chan et al  2000). The plasma consist of small liquid particles, clusters
and a large amount of free ions, molecules, atoms and electrons. Electrons contained in this
heterogeneous mass are capable of absorbing further incoming laser light ("inverse
bremsstrahlung" effect) after more than 5ns after ablation starts. The plasma can effectively
shield the sample and reduce the amount of laser light that reaches the sample surface. Heat
may be transmitted from plasma to sample where low melting/vaporisation points elements may
be selectively removed from the sample surface.

 Crater size/depth ratio:

 At a constant laser fluence, the principle parameter which appears to control fractionation
behavior is the aspect ratio of the ablation pit. For the deeper craters the three structural regions
of an ablation crater can be defined as follows:
 -Regions A, at the base, The ablation front: The glass appears to have been removed cleanly
from the surrounding sample and there is little evidence for the condensation or re-deposition of
ablated material. However some very small melt globules (<10 µm) are sometimes seen in this
region and the smooth nature of the walls may be due to re-melting by the plasma following
ablation. When viewed under cross-polarised light the glass exhibit extensive pressure cracks
around the crater walls but not at the base. Strain features are evident in the glass immediately
beneath the base.
 -Regions B: The intermediate region: Characterised by thermal cooling cracks on the walls of
the crater. This part of the ablation crater is where particles escape from the ablation front, some
of which are deposited on the walls where they may be re-ablated by reflected light and heated
by the secondary plasma that penetrates into the ablation crater. Heating in this region may also
lead to volatilisation of elements with the particles that are ablated from deeper in the crater.
 -Region C: Crater opening: Where large amount of particles redeposition and melting have
been taken place. Fracturing of the sample is most apparent in this region and may be related to
stress during cooling or recrystallisation of thin molten layers. Deposition around the crater on
the surface of the glass sample can be extensive and is dependant upon the amount of material
removed during the ablation event, the viscosity or density of the gas in the sample cell and the
dynamics of flow of the gas in the sample chamber. The model can be applied under all power
density, repetition rate and static focus parameters that have been applied in this study. The
formation and relative influence of each structural unit is controlled by the depth/diameter ratio
of the ablation crater.(Mank and Mason, 1999) The change in elemental behavior was suggest
as being related to a change from photothermal-dominated to a plasma dominated ablation
mechanisms. Hence for minimal fractionation it is essential to maintain power density well
above the ablation threshold giving a crater of similar diameter from the top to the base



Laser wavelength:

 Ablation mechanisms are influenced by the photon energy of the laser. Shorter wavelengths
offer higher photon energies for bond breaking and ionisation processes. The ablated volume in
different matrix will be similar for shorter wavelength in the standard and the unknown which
limit fractionation effect between the two and make quantifictaion easier.

 Gas medium

 Significant reduction of mass fractionation has been observed using He instead of Ar as a
sample gas carrier (see below).

 Other parameter such as power density or focusing conditions have also an influence

 NB: The degree of fractionation can be described by relevance to a fractionation factor, f. For a
given power density, which is significantly higher than the material ablation threshold value, the
fractionation factor for element at a time t, f at, is the change in signal relative to a reference
element at a time t, normalised to an initial response for both elements, and can be represented
as :
  f = RatRro/RaoRrt
 Rao = initial response for element a
 Rro = initial signal response for reference element r
 Rat = signal response for element a at time t
 Rrt = signal response for reference element r at time t
 Fractionation effects are lower when ablating in He (see
 discussion on Mixed Gas below)



IV-4- Data Reduction software

 To my knowledage there is only one data reduction software package commercially available
for laser ablation system (GLITTER TM, Achterbergh et al, 1998). However, in order to match
the characteristic file format and to facilitate the rapid analysis of large volumes of raw data
gathered from the ELEMENT HR-ICP mass spectrometer using laser ablation, it has been
proposed that a software package has to be developed at Monash University (Schonbein TM).
The package consist of three major operational phases, (Phase 1) treatment of raw data, (Phase
2) calculations of elemental abundances of trace elements in both minerals and inclusions and
(Phase 3) isotope ratio measurements. At the moment only phase 1 and 2 has been achieved.
The following consist of a description of the possibilities of this software:

Phase 1 - Processing of Raw Data

 1] Exported files from the ICP-MS software containing the raw data (*. dat files) will be able to
be processed directly by the ICP-MS package. An *.asc file will be convert from a *.dat file
using the ICP-MS software
 2] Each time slice in a run will then be examined and a suitable functional form will be chosen
to represent the flat-topped peak shapes typically encountered on sector mass spectrometer
instruments. A spike remover function will select the spikes and correct them, based on an
average of the channels for one slice of time and for each element.
 3] The next phase of data processing concerns the time evolution of the analytical signal for a
given isotopic species over a period of consecutive time slices. The data will typically show an
initial induction period, followed by a rapid rise and then a gradual decay. A second model
fitting function will be used and the resulting function integrated numerically to obtain a signal
for the species over the whole run. The end result of these operations will be a summary table of
each isotope detected in the sample, and an average signal, such as the blank, the matrix of a
sample and eventual inclusion(s).

  Phase 2 - Calculation of Elemental Concentrations and  Isotopic Composition in Minerals and
Inclusions

 1] Establishment of standard reference materials (e.g., NIST, USGS, etc.) databases.
 2] Quantification and normalisation to internal standard data derived via external analytical
technique (EMP, solution HR-ICP-MS) to correct for differences in laser ablation
characteristics between standards and unknowns. The samples are analysed according to a
specific sequence. Usually It start with the analyse of 2 standards then 10 samples and start
again with 2 standards, etc.....The software will recognise this sequence, average the four
standard between the ten samples are calculate the concentrations following this equation
  CUnk, mg ml-1 = ((Unkpeak - Unkbackground)/(Calpeak -
Calbackground)) * (Ccal mg ml-1)
 Is = an internal standard of choice
 I(m, x) = intensity of mass x of the element
 C(m, x) = Concentration of the element of mass x in the standard
 Depending on the position of the sample the response may be different for an element within
the sequence. The software should be able to fit a straight line through the four points define by
the raw counts and calculate a drift correction coefficient in function of the position of the
sample within the sequence for each element. This correction isn't critical since signal drift
(within a sequence of 10 samples) is unusual, mainly because the amount of sample ablated is



very small. Bulk analyse of homogeneous sample during the rastering of a fused glasses may
create some drift. Using the same laser parameter, the laser may drill hole of different sizes
within different samples having different matrix. The ablation given by the standard will be
100%. Then during the analyse of a sample we will observe a decrease of the spot size and thus
a different ablation yield. This ablation yield will be calculated in function of the ratio between
the count rate and the known concentration of the internal standard. This difference of ablation
characteristic will be use to recalculate a new count rate for the calculation of the LOD for the
sample. The software should be able to calculate the Limit Of Detection for each of the samples
and correct these LOD in function of the ablation yield. In order to calculate the LOD the
software need to calculate the standard deviation of the blank before each sample and then
follow this equation:
 =(3 * Std. Dev. Isotope A (blank before ablation) * Conc. Isotope A in standard) / (Mean
Isotope A in the standard - Mean isotope A in the blank)
 - Finally the software should produce a %RSD variation between the standard which will give
us an idea of the precision during the run for each standard treated as unknown within a
sequence and also a %RSD variation of the same standard versus the composition given by the
standard database for the accuracy.

  Phase 3 - Isotope ratio measurements

 Laser ablation coupled to ICP-MS also allows the measurement of in-situ isotopic signatures
for geochronological or isotopical geochemical purposes. Research has been essentially
focussed on the measurement of Sr isotopic composition in carbonate (Christensen, et al. 1995)
and the lead (Feng, et al. 1993; Walder, et al. 1993; Machado et al. 1996; Scott and Gauthier
1996), U/Pb (Hirata and Nesbitt 1995; Fryer, et al. 1993) and Hf (Thirlwall and Walder 1995)
isotopic compositions of zircon using muticollector ICP-MS or UV and IR quadrupole ICP-MS.
The possibility of high resolution ICP-MS such as the ELEMENT in combination with a UV
laser remain unknown but are very promising. The data reduction software should be able to
apply a spike correction and select a stable portion of the signal in the same manner as for trace
element determination (see phase I and II). Moreover this software should be able to calculate
external and internal precision as well as the accuracy after dead time and mass bias correction.
- Precision: The software should able to select a stable portion of the signal that will be use for
the calculation of the isotopic ratio. The ratio should be display on the screen versus the time of
acquisition or the number of runs. Once the zone has been selected, a mean of the mean
calculation will be apply in order to improve internal precision. For example, if we have
selected a stable zone of 1000 scans over a total of 2000 scans. If we calculate a straight average
of these 100 scan, the precision we will obtain will be higher than an average of 10 blocks of
100 scans. The software user should have the possibility to tell to the software if he needs to
reduce the data in a certain number of blocks of dependant on the number of scan selected. The
internal precision should be calculate following this equation:

 Ri = individual ratio of one scan
 R = Mean of all individual ratios
 NR = number of individual ratios



 The external precision should also be calculated following this other equation on a batch of
identical samples:

Rmi = individual ratio of one analysis
Rm = Mean of all analyses means
Nm = number of analyses

 -Accuracy:

 -Dead time correction: although the ICP software has the ability to correct the raw data for a
given dead time following the equation 5, this facility should also be include in this software. It
may be interesting to observe the change in accuracy while changing the value for the dead
time.

 t = deadtime
Ctrue = true count rates
Cobs = observed count rates

 - Mass bias correction: We will run once again the sample in sequence starting with a standard
of known isotopic composition and followed by unknown samples. Specific ratio on the
standard will give us information on the mass bias (or to be more precise, the difference
between this specific calculated ratio and the real ratio). The mass bias is calculated following
the equation below. The mass bias is used to recalculate other ratios.

Rtrue = true ratio
Robs = observed ratio
Dm = mass difference
C = mass bias factor.

 The accuracy and precision of trace element and isotope ratio Measuemenet s will also depends
on the level of inter-element fractionation which is one of the major limitation of the laser
ablation technique. Recent studies have described in great details the process of volatile versus
refractory element frcationation during the interaction between the laser beam and the sample
surface (see summary above).



IV-5- Future Improvements

Standard quality

 Improvement in the determination of the trace element content of widely used standard such as
the NIST glasses (Garbe-Schönberg, 1993; Rocholl, et al., 1997; Hollocher and Ruiz, 1995;
Norman, et al., 1996; Pearce, et al., 1997; Horn, et al., 1997; Sylvester and Eggins, 1997). And
The production of a series of new USGS glass standard such as BCR2G (Lahaye, et al., 1997;
Norman et al 1998; Becker et al, 2000) and the development of new technique for making
homogeneous standards (Bédard, et al., 1997; Hamilton and Hopkins, 1995; Raith, et al., 1996;
Odergard 1998) should also improve the standard quality and subsequent accuracy of the data
generated by laser ablation ICP-MS.

Time of Flight instruments (TOF)

 TOF appears to be the instrument of choice to coupled with a laser ablation system in the near
future (once improvement with the sensitivity will be achieved). The main advantage of TOF
mass analyser is that all ions that contribute to the mass spectrum are accelerated into a flight
tube at the same time, and the mass is related to the time taken to rach the ion detector. TOF is
thus very fast and offer simultaneous sampling mass analysis which eliminate the characteristic
noise associated with transient signal generated by laser ablation (Moore et al 1998, Mahoney et
al 1996; Bleiner et al 2000). Further information on the principle of TOF could be obtain from
SCIMEDIA.

Sample Cell design

 Sensitivity as well as stability is also expected by improving the sample cell design. There are
two main types of sample chamber. (1) Sample cell with a large volume for a cyclonic gas
circulation. The gas is injected from beneath at one end of the sample chamber while it is
collected at the other end in the middle, on the edge of the sample cell. It is suppose to give a
much stable signal since the gas and sample is well mixed before it reaches the ICP; (2) Sample
cell with small volume and aerodynamically shape for a laminar flow. It is suppose to give a
better sensitivity and higher sample transport of the sample to the ICP. Other features such as
the ability to flash the flashlamp at a higher and more stable rate, while the sample is ablated at
a different and lower rate, should also result in a stability improvement.

Mixed gas (Helium - Argon)

 Sensitivity improvement are expected using mixed gas such as nitrogen. Durrant (1994) have
shown that the addition of about 1% N2 in the coolant gas increase the sensitivity by a factor of
3 for some elements. Addition of about 12% N2 to the cell flow have a similar effect. An
improvement by a factor of 5 is also claimed by (Hirata and Nesbitt, 1995) for heavy masses.
Moreover, mixed argon-helium atmosphere retards condensation and reprecipitation of ablated
material around the excavated crater (Louks, et al., 1995; Eggins et al 1998; Mao et al 1998;
Leung et al 1998; Chan et al 1998; Günther and Heinrich 1999). By introducing He to the
sample cell, in such a way as to exclude Ar for the ablation site, ablation can be conducted in an
ambient gas with an order of magnitude lower mass density, allowing the plasma a plume to
expand further before relaxation of the high pressure leading edge. This allow more time for
material to condense out of the cooling plasma and also means that any material driven
backwards must again travel further before encountering the sample surface, The dramatic



reduction in surface condensate built up in He vs. Ar is evident and is associated with a large
increase in sensitivity seen at the ICP-MS (Eggins et al, 1998).

NB: The signal intensity is 2-3 times greater when ablating in He rather than Ar under the same
conditions. the corresponding fractionation actors are similar in both cases. However the depth
of penetration is 20-30% greater when ablating in a He atmosphere. Approximately 0.22µm is
removed per shot in NIST 610 glass by the 266nm Nd:YAG laser when ablating in Ar. When
ablating in He this increases to 0.27 µm per shot. Hence in terms of a specific depth from the
sample surface, fractionation effects are lower when ablating in He. The manner of deposition
of material around the top of the crater is very different when ablating in He with a larger
diameter blanket of deposited material. However, the material is deposited in a thinner layer of
coalesce particles than in the case of the blanket observed when ablating in Ar. Ablating in He
can therefor be advantageous as the overall volume of deposited material is lower. The overall
reduction corresponds to a increase in signal intensity observed on the ICP-MS, as was
confirmed on the basis of weighing experiments before an after the ablation of craters. Ablation
craters continue to show the 3 stage structure when ablating in He but the height of region A,
appears to be smaller. This suggests that the plasma extends much further in heights and heats
the surface less. (Mank and Mason, 1999).

Picosecond laser

 Experiment on signal intensity versus power density on nanosecond and picosecond laser has
led the conclusion (related the basic process of ablation) that Picosecond laser are more efficient
than nanosecond laser for removing sample. (Mao, et al., 1996; Mao, 1997; Mao, et al., 1993;
Mao, et al., 1997; Russo, 1995; Russo, et al., 1996)
The fifth harmonic
Jeffries et al (1998)

New calibration strategy
Craig et al, 2000; Falk et al 1998; Masters and Sharp 1997;
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Laser Ablation Pits on Minerals

The morphology of the pits will depand on the optical properties and the chemistry of the
mineral which will generate different power density per volume on different matrix at the same
fluence.
See for example the differnces between the dark biotite and the transparent carbonate.
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